GLOBAL IT ZONE is a Security Solutions Provider
company with over 8 years experience in the
Security Systems Industry.
We provide full - Security Solutions for Commercial,
Residential Places with Alarm Systems, Video Door
Phone, CCTV Analog, CCTV IP Based, Card
Fingerprint Time Attendance, Door Access Control
Systems and Fire Alarms.
Combining our business experience, technical
expertise, profound knowledge of latest industry
trends and quality-driven delivery model we offer
progressive end-to-end Solutions.

GLOBAL IT ZONE is a beacon of light for domestic
and commercial market in providing Security
Solutions. We had done rigorous R & D with regard
to the product development and market study for
more than 2 years and our firm officially started
the operations on May 2003.

GLOBAL IT ZONE through its Security Systems
Integration Division Provides Security Solutions for
Home Security, Video Surveillance, Access Control,
Fire Alarm.
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GLOBAL IT ZONE Philosophy is not selling the
product, knowing the customer needs providing a
perfect solution making a business relationship.
We are the only company in the Security Industry
Providing product related information in our
website to educate the customer about the
products.
We at GLOBAL IT ZONE are committed to
delivering maximum value to our clients helping
them succeed in a constantly changing and
challenging Security World. Our fundamental
company values stem from understanding that
our success is tied with success of our clients.
Our Key Business Principles Are:
Understand Clients Needs
Partner with Clients
Earn Clients Trust and Confidence

Why GLOBAL IT ZONE
Our strengths that distinguish us among our
competitors
Having worked on numerous projects, We has
gained unmatched business and technological
expertise. We have built a large database of
knowledge that we apply to deliver solutions
that meet customers' needs, expectations and
budget.
Over 10 Years Business Experience. Rich
Security Expertise across the Verticals. Unique
Competence in various Technologies.

While retaining competitive rates we never
compromise the quality of our services. A
dedicated quality assurance department
monitors project activities at all development
phases and guarantees defect prevention,
project risk mitigation and high quality results.

GLOBAL IT ZONE is a client-centric organization.
We make it our business to understand and
help our clients to achieve their business goals.

We have refined our business process by
blending the best industry practices and our
Security methodology provides a structured
framework aimed at delivering high quality
Security Solutions to clients.

Over the past 10 years we have developed a
store of knowledge through hundreds of
development projects. Our methodology
promotes a result-driven interactive approach
and guarantees better customer service with
regards to quality, cost and customer's strategic
goals, without compromising on any of these
factors.

The Main Foundations of our Methodology are:

We deliver technology solutions that help
clients to increase the effectiveness of the
Security related initiatives. We have gained
solid experience in various technologies that
enables us to offer multiple options for
customer and help select the right one.

BURGLAR ALARM - Burglar (or intrusion) safety
alarms are electronic alarms designed to alert
the user to a specific danger. Active Total
Security Systems is a Premiere Manufacturer of
Burglar Alarm Systems in the Registered Brand
Name of ATSS.
CCTV SURVEILLANCE - CCTV Camera Security
Systems are quickly becoming an important
aspect in Human Life.
CCTV ANALOG - Though most of our attention
these days is focused on the transition to IP
video technology, it's important to note that
analog CCTV solutions can still be highly
effective for many surveillance applications,
especially those on a budget. With traditional
CCTV, the video signal is processed and
transmitted in analog format for local viewing
from one central monitoring location. But that
doesn't mean you can't use analog cameras in
an IP-based surveillance environment.

Using IP video encoders and other equipment
such as digital video recorders and hybrid DVRs
makes it possible to leverage your existing
analog cameras while migrating into the world
of digital surveillance.
CCTV IP - IP video technology provides flexible,
scalable, and cost-effective surveillance
solutions suitable for a wide range of industries
and applications. With an IP-based video
surveillance setup, users can monitor and record
video remotely using an IP network as the
system's backbone. IP video installations can be
deployed in any environment, and offer many
benefits previously unavailable with analog
CCTV systems.
ACCESS CONTROL- Any system or method which
automatically controls the passage of people
and vehicles into or out of an area or structure
TIME ATTENDANCE - Time Attendance
Management System is used by companies of all
sizes to Maintain Staff Working Records.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS - A Fire Alarm Security
System is an active fire protection system that
detects fire or the effects of fire, and as a result
provides one or more of the following: notifies
the occupants, notifies persons in the
surrounding area, summons the fire service, and
controls all the fire alarm components in a
building. Fire alarm systems can include alarm
initiating devices, alarm notification appliances,
control units, fire safety control devices,
annunciators, power supplies, and wiring.
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS - The technique of
making an apparatus, a process, or a system
operates automatically. Using Single Control
Panel you can control Audio, Video, Home
Theatre, lighting, Heating, cooling, surveillance
camera, Video Door Phones, Intruder Alarm.
PA SYSTEMS - PA System is an electronic
amplification system with a mixer, amplifier and
loudspeakers, used to reinforce a given sound.
IP NETWORK - An IP address is an identifier for a
computer or device on a TCP/IP network.

VEHICLE TRACKING - A vehicle tracking system
combines the installation of an electronic device
in a vehicle, or fleet of vehicles.
VIDEO DOOR PHONE - Would you like to know
who is at the door before you let them in? Using
Video Door Phone lets you see who is knocking
at your door before you open it.
SAFETY LOCKERS - Safety Locker Protect your
valuables from burglary and fire. Ideal for stores,
restaurants, small /medium sized businesses and
homes.
GUARD TOUR SYSTEM - Guard Tour Reader
records the time/date/location that the guard
visited each area on the site. Incidents
witnessed can also be entered on route.
FINGERPRINT DOOR LOCK - Finger is scanned
and the fingerprint pattern is detected and used
for access control through a keyless door lock.

HOTEL LOCK SYSTEMS - Hotel Lock System are
new and improved way of being able to access a
room or home without having to use a bulky key.
ID CARDS - A Plastic Card with a Person Name,
often bearing a Photograph, that gives
identifying data, such as Name, Age and
Organizational Information.
SCHOOL TIMER - School Timer was designed to
meet the needs for an easy programmable
school bell timer, to activate electric gong bell or
sirens on factory floors to alert shift changes or
breaks, or any similar application where an
external device needs to be triggered at a
specific time on a daily or weekly schedule.
PAYROLL - In most large and medium
organizations payroll is an essential monthly
activity, which is fairly routine in nature.
Depending on the size and nature of the
organization, this activity can be fraught with
complexities related to calculations, deductions
and statutory regulations.

There also exist several routine processes like
leave management, income tax calculation and
deductions, reimbursements.
CANTEEN MANAGEMENT - CMS design provides
a user friendly system that facilitates quick and
efficient operations to cover larger section of
employees within a specified time. CMS is
paperless and has almost cashless transactions.
This system is also compatible in an environment
where multiple Caterers operate in a closed
environment or at multiple locations.
VISITOR MANAGEMENT - Visitor management
refers to tracking the usage of a public building
or site. By gathering increasing amounts of
information, a visitor management system can
record the usage of the facilities by specific
visitors and provide documentation of visitor’s
whereabouts.

ATSS is a Security Solutions Provider company
always keeping its services up-to-date with the
latest trends on the market, providing its
customers with high-end-class and easily
extensible Security System products.
Solutions we offer range from Low to High end
Security Solutions of any complexity.
The company's staff will help you to efficiently
secure your business, develop a solution that
would fully correspond to all your business
needs and/or improve the existing system. Our
guidelines combined with utmost accuracy while
working with details have proved to be a perfect
union, which enables our highly proficient
personnel provide our clients with technically
efficient, reliable and affordable solutions.

